Mr Mackintosh
Glasgow

Dear Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
I have heard that you have designed fabulous tearooms. With excellently
famous high-back-chairs, great light fittings, spectacular wall decorations, and
even the cutlery is designed by you! I am very excited because one day I might
be able to go the tearooms!
If I could design a tearoom it would have: huge and shiny chairs, spectacular
wallpaper, excellent tables, dazzlingly shiny cutlery, and a huge room with lots
of toys in it for the children to play in.
It would be amazing, and when you walked in you would shout in amazement!
I have heard you liked using nature and Japanese designs so my tearoom would
be covered top to bottom in them (because I like your designs)! I like the way
you designed your rose, and I have had a go at drawing it and I have asked my
Mummy to put it in a picture frame. I would also have a football design on the
ceiling of my tearoom (because I like football a lot) and my lamps will brighten
the football decorations up. For an exciting reaction I will put a map of the
world as wallpaper for the bathrooms! Maybe I could even have plastic
sculptures of animals too.
Do you like visiting your tearooms? And is the cake good? My favourite cake is
carrot cake because it is really yummy and delicious, what is yours? I like
visiting tearooms and cafés because it allows me to have more cake and tasty
drinks! What are your favourite drinks?(I like Fanta a lot and diet coke) I think
that you like visiting your tearooms because you designed them, but do you? (I
definitely would) and do you like ice cream? (I do) and what is your favourite
flavour? (mine are: salted caramel, vanilla, strawberry, and rum and raisin!). Do
you like ice cream in a bowl or cone? ( I like mine in a cone)!

I also have some other questions to ask you:
Did you always want to become an architect?
What did you like to do as a child?
Why did you become an architect?
From,
Leo Weekes.
P.S, I am going to send this letter with my drawing of the Mackintosh rose!

